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Abstract 

Presentation attack detection (PAD) is used to mitigate the dangers of the weakest link problem in biometric recogni-
tion, in which failure modes of one application affect the security of all other applications. Strong PAD methods are 
therefore a must, and we believe biometric challenge-response protocols (BCRP) form an underestimated part of this 
ecosystem. In this paper, we conceptualize what BCRPs are, and we propose a descriptive formalism and categoriza-
tion for working with them. We validate the categorization against existing literature that we classified to be describ-
ing BCRPs. Lastly, we discuss how strong BCRPs provide advantages over PAD methods, specifically in the protection 
of individual applications and the protection of other applications from inadvertent leaks in BCRP applications. We 
note that research in BCRPs is fragmented, and our intent for the proposed formalism and categorization are to give 
focus and direction to research efforts into biometric challenge-response protocols.
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1 Introduction
Biometrics are being applied on a larger and larger scale, 
but centralized databases that fuel biometric applications 
are always at risk of leaking data. Cases that relatively 
recently hit the news are the Suprema Biostar 2 leak [1] 
(2.8 million records) and the Aadhaar leak [2] (potentially 
1.1 billion records). We should expect that leaks at this 
scale will happen again in the future and that when they 
do, we might not even hear about it.

Distribution of the leaked biometric data is already 
trivial and effectively cost-free with current internet 
bandwidth availability. For example, the Suprema Bio-
star 2 leak (23 gigabytes of data) can be transferred over 
the internet with a typical consumer grade internet con-
nection in a matter of minutes. These speeds are only 
expected to increase in the future.

Plus, with the coming-of-age of anonymity focused 
internet protocols, such as The Onion Router (TOR) [3], 

and cryptographic currencies such as Bitcoin [4] or bio-
metric currencies such as Worldcoin  [5], anonymous 
messaging, market places, file transfers, and payments 
are available to anyone with an internet connection. This 
allows for anonymous monetization of biometric data 
leaks, incentivizing the illegal acquisition of said biomet-
ric data.

With the distribution, acquisition, and monetization of 
biometric data for malicious purposes becoming increas-
ingly common and effective, as well as the growth of bio-
metric databases in number, size and detail, an increasing 
problem for all biometric applications is that they are 
inherently linked; they can only “tap” from a limited, 
shared, non-revocable resource pool. The number of, e.g., 
irises a person can genuinely present to a sensor is lim-
ited, and it is not possible to “revoke” an iris and change 
it for a new one in response to a data leak.

This results in a weakest link problem where, with-
out counter measures, individual biometric applica-
tions can only offer security guarantees as strong as the 
weakest out of all linked applications. Malicious actors 
with increasingly easy access to all biometric data will 
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be able to present artifacts with biometric characteris-
tics that match any user that they want to impersonate 
and will thus pose significant risk to applications using 
biometric recognition, even when those have followed 
good security practices.

Under the banner of presentation attack detection 
(PAD), a concerted effort is being made to mitigate 
the effects of biometric data leaks and make biomet-
ric recognition more robust against leak-related failure 
modes. PAD methods attempt to harden individual 
applications against the failure modes of other appli-
cations. For example, by testing for the existence of a 
pupil reflex  [6] a print of an (illegitimately retrieved) 
iris scan could be detected. This type of PAD is spe-
cifically known as liveness detection, as defined in 
ISO-30107-1  [7]. We believe the right kind of chal-
lenge-response protocols provide an additional path 
forward in that effort.

Challenge-response protocols are protocols where the 
authenticity of, e.g., persons can be ascertained through 
a “question” and “answer” style interaction. In biom-
etrics, they have mostly been used as a form of liveness 
detection and provide hardening of individual applica-
tions. Additionally, we believe the right kind of chal-
lenge-response protocols can be applied in biometric 
recognition and as such provide additional protections in 
the case of the aforementioned weakest link problem.

Biometric challenge-response protocols have potential, 
but contemporary research into biometric challenge-
response protocols is unfortunately fragmented. The aim 
of this paper is therefore to introduce a set of concepts 
relevant to the application of challenge-response proto-
cols in biometrics. Specifically, we introduce a descrip-
tive formalism and a categorization intended to augment 
challenge-response protocol-related concepts of ISO-
30107-1, to clear up what the right kind of challenge-
response protocols are and to provide a direction for 
more focused research into biometric challenge-response 
protocols.

We first discuss presentation attack detection and bio-
metric recognition verification questions and their simi-
larities. Second, we discuss in more detail what makes 
challenge-response protocols tick and introduce a defi-
nition for what we call biometric challenge-response. 
Third, we introduce the formalism and categorization. 
Fourth, we provide a validation of the categorization by 
way of a survey of the current state of literature of biome-
tric challenge-response protocols. Finally, we will discuss 
what the right kind of challenge-response protocols are 
to achieve the goal of protecting the application collec-
tive from the individual applications. This, we hope, will 
focus and give direction to research efforts into biometric 
challenge-response protocols.

2  Presentation attack detection and biometric 
recognition

ISO-30107-1 defines presentation attack detection as the 
automated determination of whether presentations to 
a biometric system have the goal of interfering with the 
correct operation of said system. Biometric recognition 
(BR) concerns itself with the automation of matching 
(or explicitly not matching) instances of recorded bio-
metric characteristics. PAD and BR concern themselves 
with different, but complementary, parts of a biometric 
system. Similarities are found when describing modes of 
operation of both PAD and BR, as we shall see below.

2.1  Modes of operation
In PAD, there are roughly 2 modes of operation. One is 
to detect specific features of a biometric presentation 
that are known to be hard to replicate in certain attack 
scenarios. This can be the way light reflectance changes 
or how certain marks move through 3-D space  [8], as a 
user moves their head. Another mode is to try to detect 
features of known attack scenarios. This can, e.g., be 
detecting the idiosyncratic light reflectance from 3-D 
face masks. In terms of ISO-301071, the former can be 
done through, e.g., liveness detection and video surveil-
lance, whereas the latter can be anything from artifact 
detection, alteration detection to coercion detection, and 
obscuration detection.

Applications that make use of biometric recognition 
capture a sample from some biometric source and then 
process this sample in one of three comparison modes. 
Mode one is 1:1 comparison, where the biometric sam-
ple is compared to only one other claimed identity, which 
can be in the form of some previously stored template. 
This comparison mode is also known as verification and 
is used in biometric authentication to check whether a 
person is who they claim to be. The second mode is 1:n 
closed-set comparison, where a probe is compared to a 
biometric reference/samples database, to see whether 
there is a match to one of said samples. This is the mode 
often employed in identification, to find out the identity 
of the person being presented to the system. The third 
mode is 1:n+1, or open-set, comparison mode. This 
mode is used for deduplication, where one needs to find 
out if a person is in some database (and who it is), or if 
that person is unknown, so that no person is enrolled 
into the deduplicated database twice.

In both PAD and BR, we can say the general mode of 
operation is establishing authenticity. This is, respectively, 
the authenticity of the modality, the trait from which the 
biometric data is derived, in PAD and of the identity in BR. 
So, the first mode described for PAD maps neatly onto BR’s 
verification mode. The identification mode of BR maps on 
to the attempts at specifically detecting what type of fake is 
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being used. Table 1 shows the relation between the types 
of biometrics and its modes of operation. For this section, 
the focus will be on the 1:1 comparison mode, as this is the 
mode amenable to challenge-response protocols.

2.2  Formalizing PAD and biometric recognition
Framing PAD and biometric recognition modes of opera-
tion in a unified representation like this has the major 
advantage that we can express the questions we try to 
answer in both modes of operation in the same way. The 
verification mode question in PAD can be stated as Is the 
user a real person?, whereas the verification mode question 
in biometric recognition can be stated Is the user person X?. 
We would put the unifying verification question as such:
Is the user really person X?
Answers to this question are contextual to the biom-

etric systems (or models) that are used to answer them. 
If the biometric system only does recognition, without 
any PAD, then an answer to the verification question is a 
statement on the identity of the user, whereas an answer 
in a system that implements both recognition algorithms 
and PAD mechanisms is a statement on both the identity 
and the liveness of the user. Pushing the “meaning” of the 
verification answer down into the system/model allows 
us to express what a biometric system does in a concise 
formalism.

A source S presents their biometric characteristic, which 
results in data X, see Eq. 1. A right arrow “ → ” indicates a 
transformation or assignment into a new variable, and an 
equals sign “=” indicates equality.

In this context, we consider X a structure from which 
information about both the Modality IM , which is useful 
for PAD, and about the Identity II can be extracted, see 
Eq. 2. Furthermore, X may also contain “Other” informa-
tion, e.g., on the emotional state of a user, but for BR or 
PAD this is not usually of interest.

(1)S → X

(2)X = {IM , II , IOther}

Handling data as a structure like X makes sense from a 
system perspective, as the system needs to guarantee the 
integrity and security of all of X, and not just parts.

To extract and validate the information in X, we require 
a structured way to store our knowledge of the problem 
domain, which we will call Model M. M will be generated 
from both, previously acquired, modality and identity 
information, see Eq. 3.

This information can come from two types of sources, 
specifically, the biometric source S, which will likely be 
represented by a historical collection of Xs, and other 
non-specific sources, which could for example be the 
general description of the light reflectance properties of 
skin taken from an academic paper. Modality informa-
tion can be derived from all sources, but S is the only one 
that can provide identity information.

The formalism is then brought together by the expres-
sion of the verification question as whether the output of 
function F, that transforms data X using a model M into 
a similarity score, is above some tunable threshold T. This 
results in a matching decision D. See Eq. 4.

If we constrain IM = ∅ during generation of M, F will 
become a scoring function for recognition, meaning 
we can describe “naive” applications of biometric rec-
ognition under this limitation. On the other hand, if 
we constrain II = ∅ , F will become a pure PAD scoring 
function, allowing us to describe applications that purely 
consist of PAD as well. These types of applications most 
prominently include the enrollment phases of biometric 
authentication, where the identity is newly created or 
determined through some other method, and we only 
need to be assured that the modality is genuine.

A descriptive formalism like the above is useful, 
because it allows us to discuss biometric systems holis-
tically without having to deconstruct it into PAD or BR 
implementations. It is also amenable to straight-for-
ward extensions, e.g., to formalize biometric challenge-
response protocols as we will show further on.

2.3  How PAD protects the application
We can use the descriptive formalism to understand how 
PAD protects applications from other weak implemen-
tations. Suppose a user, a source S1 , makes use of three 
biometric applications. Application 1 is leaking data X1 
containing II1 of S1 . Application 2 is not leaking data, 
but has not implemented a PAD method, such that its 
model M2 is derived from {IM = ∅, II1} . Application 3 is 
not leaking data and also implements a PAD method. Its 

(3){IM , II } → M

(4)F(X ,M,T ) → D

Table 1 Model of how biometric recognition and PAD share the 
same modes of operation and where a non-exhaustive list of 
different applications fall in this model

Mode Recognition PAD (modality)

1:1 Authentication Liveness Detec-
tion

1:n Identification Artifact Detection

1:n+1 Forensics, Deduplication
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model M3 is derived from {IM �= ∅, II1} . Figure 1 shows a 
representation of the applications.

A malicious agent retrieves X1 that is leaking from 
application 1. It then creates a new “fake” biometric 
source S∗1 from this data X1 . For example, X1 can be a 
photo of an iris and the artifact a print of this photo. The 
source S∗1 is presented to a sensor and results in new data 
X∗
1 that contains the same II as the original X1 , but it lacks 

all the general information related to the modality IM.
Application 2, with model M2 , will not be able to dis-

tinguish X∗
1 from a genuine X1 , because its model lacks 

information about what the modality should look like. It 
should be considered compromised due to application 1’s 
leaks. Application 3 with M3 is more complex and does 
include information about the modality, e.g., it will be 
able to test for the pupil reflex. Application 3 is there-
fore more difficult to compromise, due to the workings 
of PAD.

Unfortunately, no PAD method is perfect. A malicious 
agent could figure out a way of recreating the modality 
information in the “fake” source S∗1 , such that it would 
bypass the security measures taken by application 3. A 
photo could be printed on a material that has the same 
light reflectance properties of skin (although perhaps not 
the right 3D geometry) or is stretchy and able to deform 
and thus able to simulate a form of pupil dilation. The 
agent would be able to gather this information from gen-
eral sources or even data leaked from PAD-implementing 
applications.

It would be useful to have PAD schemes that would 
allow for some general information to be used some of 
the time and for other general information to be actively 
harmful to the odds of successfully triggering false 

matches in the application. Introducing such a verifica-
tion session-based component to the matching process is 
where challenge-response protocols find their application 
in biometrics.

3  Challenge‑response protocols
Challenge-response protocols are applied in a wide range 
of fields in as many forms as there are fields but can be 
defined as the family of protocols that allow one party A 
to present a challenge (the “question”) to which a party 
B must respond (the “answer”), such that the authentic-
ity of party B’s claim can be established by party A. More 
extensive challenge-response protocols might allow 
party B to challenge party A in a similar manner, such 
that mutual authenticity can be established. Examples of 
challenge-response protocols in fields outside of biomet-
rics are digital signature algorithms and viva voce (oral) 
exams.

In digital signature algorithms, document-specific 
digests are processed into digital signatures so that the 
authenticity of said document can be tested. In viva voce 
exams, domain-specific questions are processed into rel-
evant answers to test whether a student truly possesses 
some corpus of knowledge. Figure 2 shows an example of 
a viva voce interaction that happens when a student Stu 
wants to convince biometrician Bob he belongs to the 
exclusive club of biometricians.

3.1  Process asymmetry
Challenge-response protocols rely fundamentally on an 
asymmetry in the process that transforms the challenge 
into a response. It should be easy to verify that a certain 
response belongs to a specific process but very hard to 

Fig. 1 A selection of three applications that all share the same biometric source. Application 1 is lacking in security and leaking data to a malicious 
agent. This agent attempts to use said data on an application 2 without PAD and succeeds. It further attempts to use the data on an application 3 
with PAD and fails
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generate responses without controlling said process. The 
space of possible questions in an oral exam would make 
it very unlikely that one would be able to guess the cor-
rect answer to each question, and learning every possible 
answer by heart would be very difficult without gaining 
some deeper underlying understanding (and thus passing 
the exam).

In certain digital signature algorithms, if no algorith-
mic and implementation flaws are found, guessing (or 
brute-forcing) a correct signature would take far longer 
than the time we have until the heat death of the uni-
verse. CAPTCHAs are another example where challenge-
response protocols can be used to distinguish “robots” 
from humans, because there still exist easy-to-verify 
tasks that humans excel at relative to (machine learning) 
algorithms. Similarly, to beat challenge-response proto-
cols in biometrics, a simple photograph of a face will no 
longer work if the biometric system checks for specific 
changes in light reflectance when a person is challenged 
to move their head.

3.2  Biometric challenge‑response protocols
In biometric challenge-response protocols, the physiol-
ogy or behavior of a user can be challenged to respond 
in a specific way in order to establish liveness of the 
presentation. For example, we expect pupil dilation as 
we shine a light in the user’s eye; we expect changes to 
the skin’s light reflectance when we ask a user to look in 
a different direction. We explicitly name this type bio-
metric challenge-response protocols, as the processor 
of the challenge is a biometric source. Many other types 
of challenge-response protocols exist; some are also 

implemented in biometric systems as measures to pro-
tect the security and integrity of components of the sys-
tem. These generally do not require involvement of the 
biometric source as a processor.

Figure  3 illustrates a model implementation of the 
essential components of a system that contains a biomet-
ric challenge-response protocol. This contains a challenge 
generator that is able to generate a biometric challenge 
(e.g., an instruction to move one’s head) and dispatch it 
to both a response processor and a biometric source. A 
biometric source, the user of the system, is able to pre-
sent its biometric data to a sensor and is able to process 
generated biometric challenges into biometric responses. 
A sensor is able to capture the biometric samples and 
responses, and finally, a response verifier is able to verify 
the validity of the response as a match to the challenge. 
The decision can be then propagated through compo-
nents higher up in the hierarchy.

In a way, the link between the sensor and a specific 
biometric source constitutes a communication channel, 
across which information related to the authenticity of 
the source is transferred. A successful presentation attack 
is a compromise of the integrity of this channel. Biom-
etric challenge-response protocols allow the introduction 
of a freshness component to the presentation of a biom-
etric characteristic, thus promising mitigation of presen-
tation attack threats at the source.

4  Formalism and categorization
We can now tie the concept of biometric challenge-
response protocols into the formalism we introduced 
earlier. Further, we introduce the categorization for 

Fig. 2 Depicts a challenge-response protocol in the form of an interaction between a student Stu and a biometrician Bob. The claim is made in 
step 1, a challenge is issued in 2 and responded to in 3. Then, in 4, the authenticity of the initial claim has been verified, and Stu is thus a verified 
biometrician
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biometric challenge-response protocols, which is inde-
pendent of modality and whether its application lies in 
PAD or biometric recognition (BR). We show how this 
categorization contrasts against and improves upon the 
categorization as described in Table  3 of section  6.2.1 
of ISO-30701-1.

4.1  Challenge‑response protocol formalization extension
The formalism extension we suggest is relatively com-
pact. We can include biometric challenge-response  by 
saying that model M is now a generative model and is 
capable of generating challenges C; see Eq. 5.

Source S then generates X during a biometric presenta-
tion in the context of the challenge C. This also has the 
property of reverting back to Eq. 1 if C = ∅.

The reason why the captured data X is not simply called 
a sample is now evident. It not only contains specific 
information related to the captured biometric instance 
but also information about the challenge, in the form of 
the response R, indicated by IR . Equation 2 is extended to 
Eq. 7 to also include this response.

The verification question of Eq. 4 is similarly extended to 
Eq. 8.

The scoring function F thus now takes an additional 
challenge and considers X to contain the response to 
challenge C and using a model M transformed into a sim-
ilarity score compared against threshold T, resulting in a 
decision D.

(5)M → C

(6)S(C) → X

(7)X = {IM , II , IR, IOther}

(8)F(X ,M,T ,C) = D

4.2  Challenge‑response protocols and the weakest link
We can use the above extension to discuss challenge-
response protocol’s potential to provide additional pro-
tection to biometric applications, as was alluded to in 
the introduction. Like presented in an earlier section, the 
data X1 that is still leaking from application 1 is retrieved. 
We assume an improved attack by the same malicious 
agent, where the agent has extended its previously cre-
ated S∗1 with general modality information retrieved from 
either a PAD application leaking data, or more generally 
from research papers in the area. This creates S∗∗1 .

When the fake S∗∗1  is presented to the PAD-implement-
ing application, the attack is likely to succeed, consider-
ing specific measures to include modality information 
IM have now been taken, and the PAD application is no 
longer able to distinguish genuine from fake modalities. 
However, correctly implemented, we would expect an 
attack on the challenge-response protocol application to 
still be foiled.
S∗1 would be specific to C1 , whereas in the verification 

session, some challenge C2 would be requested, resulting 
in a mismatch in the expected and received IR.

We would want application 2, which has taken no spe-
cial security precautions, to be secure against application 
1’s leaks as well. This is not something that happens by 
default, as we showed earlier. The crux will be to find a 
challenge-response protocol that makes identity verifica-
tion decisions based on a combination of II and IR , where 
ideally the II necessary is reduced and distorted by the 
user performing the response to challenge C1.

4.3  Categorization
Table 3 of section 6.2.1 of ISO-30701-1 suggests a chal-
lenge-response  categorization consisting of three cat-
egories: involuntary, voluntary and a “combination of 
something you know and are” (category 3). Involuntary 

Fig. 3 A model biometric system with challenge response as it might be embedded in an existing biometric system. It includes a challenge 
generator (top-left), a biometric source (top-right), a sensor (bottom-right) and a response verifier (bottom-left)
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challenge-response protocols are considered those chal-
lenge-response protocols where responses are natural 
and not controllable by the subject. Voluntary, on the 
other hand, are based on “alive human cognition” and 
controlled action. Category 3 is also based on “alive 
human cognition,” but requires specific individual biom-
etric enrollment.

This categorization confounds the (natural) physiologi-
cal vs behavioral responses, with “automated” vs “con-
trolled” responses, assuming that physiological responses 
are always automated, and behavioral responses are 
always controlled. The former is not true, for exam-
ple some people have voluntary control over their pupil 
dilation  [9]. The latter is also not true, considering the 
existence, among many others, of the Stroop effect  [10] 
or reflexive gaze changes. The voluntary vs. involun-
tary response categories seem more like a confounded 
dimension across which to categorize than categories of 
themselves.

Further, category 3 would in our formalism be a spe-
cific type of model M, that is in this category derived 
from specific individual biometric enrollments, as 
opposed to a “global” biometric enrollment. It is thus 
another dimension that is orthogonal to that of “involun-
tary vs. voluntary.” We could imagine an involuntary indi-
vidual challenge-response protocol, where a very detailed 
model is built of the way an individual’s pupil dilates. We 
can also imagine a voluntary challenge-response protocol 
with a global/population-level model, e.g., through the 
aforementioned Stroop effect  [10] or by employing gen-
eral models of learning [11].

We thus designed our categorization with four con-
cerns in mind. These are: 

1 It should fit, but not overfit, current biometric chal-
lenge-response literature.

2 Dimensions of the categorization should be chosen 
such that they are mostly independent.

3 It should solve the confounds present in the ISO-
30107 categorization.

4 It should be independent of modality-based categori-
zation.

We believe the above criteria are reasonable, worthwhile, 
and cover what we want to achieve in a categorization.

We think the categorization described below meets 
these 4 criteria. In it, we introduce 5 categorization 
dimensions that allow for a clear and concise descrip-
tion of the biometric challenge-response protocol being 
introduced, while mostly abstracting away from specific 
biometric modalities or performance concerns. These 
dimensions are model (population to single subject), 
response type (physiological to behavioral), process 

(controlled to automated), noticeability (covert to overt), 
and skill required (unpracticed to practiced).

4.3.1  Model, population to single subject
Models (as defined in the formalism section) are used to 
verify whether the given response matches the challenge. 
The said models can be based on a characteristic a popu-
lation possesses, e.g., pupil response to luminance level 
changes, or characteristics that smaller groups (down to 
an individual) possess, e.g., how a person’s gait changes 
while stepping on an elevated surface.

The specificity of the model is closely related to 
whether the challenge-response protocol is usable for 
recognition or PAD. Although all biometric challenge-
response protocols prove liveness of the presentation to 
a degree, a positive verification by a single subject model 
contains more identity information about the person 
than a population wide model would. In practice how-
ever, population wide models will be easier to build than 
single subject models, as single subject models need to be 
“trained” on the specific subject, thus making the enroll-
ment phase more complex.

4.3.2  Response type, physiological to behavioral
Responses given as part of a presentation can broadly be 
classified as physiological responses, e.g., changes in skin 
conductance such as in [12], or behavioral, e.g., reflexive 
gaze changes in response to rapidly shifting stimuli [13].

This is one of two dimensions that are confounded in 
the ISO-30107 categorization and thus important to 
explicitly separate. The second dimension being the pro-
cess dimension, as seen below.

4.3.3  Process, controlled to automated
Challenges can also vary in degree of conscious control 
someone has over starting and/or halting processing the 
challenge in the scope of the biometric system. Users 
can have full control over the response, e.g., speaking a 
challenge word [14], or the response can be mostly auto-
mated and/or reflexive, e.g., pupil dilation changes in 
response to certain stimuli [15].

Further, control can be given, even over automated/
reflexive actions, by informing the user that a response 
is expected and can be denied in some way. In this case, 
even the “processing” of covert challenges such as ultra-
sonic sounds can be controlled by covering the lips or 
turning the head away. This has important security impli-
cations, as a user will in this way also be able to deny 
exhaustive recording of their response patterns and foil 
possible malicious actors in their attempts at attacking 
the system.

The other way around, the controlled process can 
become automated if a person practices them enough. 
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For example, the meaning of a word interfering with the 
task of speedily naming the color of that word, e.g.,  the 
red-colored word green. This effect is known as the 
Stroop effect [10] and is one of the most robust findings 
in experimental psychology. It works because it is near 
impossible to turn off the ability of reading and interpret-
ing words.

4.3.4  Noticeability, covert to overt
Challenges can vary in degree in which they are notice-
able by a person. This can range from fully covert, e.g., 
ultrasonic sounds causing fine vibrations in the lips while 
speaking [16], partially covert, e.g., determining ear canal 
structure by playing sounds into a person’s ear  [17], or 
very overt, e.g., in the patterns drawn with a finger on a 
smartphone [18].

Noticeability of a challenge can have a big impact on 
user experience (UX). On the one hand, covert methods 
allow for smooth User Interfaces (UIs) that do not ask 
too much of the user. On the other hand, this also pro-
vides malicious actors a method of stealthily gathering 
recordings of the person’s response patterns, which is a 
real concern in combination with “automated” processing 
of challenges. Overt methods may therefore have a less 
smooth UI, but perhaps the (real) security benefits will 
serve to improve UX.

4.3.5  Skill required, unpracticed to practiced
The ability to respond to a given challenge can be 
“unpracticed,” without practice prior to use of the bio-
metric application. An example is to have subjects place 
on a vibrating plate that measures the change in vibration 
due to the hand-placement  [19]. Other time, the secu-
rity of the challenge-response protocol relies strongly on 
the user having had some form of practice during initial 
phases of application use. In [15], patterns in pupil dila-
tion are used for verification, which arise from the pres-
entation of a sequence of novel and non-novel pictures. 
It is possible to determine (non-)novelty, because users 
were presented with a sufficiently individualized selec-
tion of pictures during an enrollment phase. These would 
be considered “practiced” abilities.

4.4  Example
We can use the categorization to describe the challenge-
response protocol proposed in [8]. In this protocol, a user 
is asked to look in specific directions in front of a cam-
era. The algorithm is claimed to recognize both individ-
ual faces, as well as detect liveness by the expected way 
facial landmarks will move through 3D space. In terms 
of our categorization, it has a population-based model, 
as it simply looks at face landmarks and how they move 
through 3D space upon users’ head movements. The 

instruction to move the head a certain direction requires 
a behavioral response. Head movements are a controlled 
process and instructions are very overt. For the general 
population, moving your head is a thing that can be done 
by anyone from a relatively young age and as such is an 
unpracticed skill. So in short, it is a challenge-response 
protocol that is population-based, behavioral, controlled, 
overt, and unpracticed.

5  Validation
In this section, we present quantitative arguments for 
why our categorization meets criteria 1 and 2 and quali-
tative arguments for why the categorization meets crite-
ria 2, 3, and 4. The quantitative arguments are supported 
by a near-exhaustive survey of the contemporary biomet-
ric challenge-response protocol literature, which we will 
present as well.

5.1  Quantitative validation
5.1.1  Methods
The survey was conducted by searching for an initial seed 
of papers that mentioned in some capacity challenge-
response and biometrics. Interactive biometrics is a term 
that is sometimes used as an alternative to challenge-
response, and thus, these manuscripts were surveyed too. 
We collected and filtered through the manuscripts refer-
enced by this initial seed and those that reference any of 
the seed manuscripts. In total, we collected 601 manu-
scripts, whittling them down to a total of 25 academic 
papers and 8 patents published between 2002  [20] and 
2019; see Fig. 4 for an overview of the publication rate.

We classified each manuscript with the categorization 
and noted whether the manuscript was a paper or patent 
and the general sentiment the manuscript authors had 
regarding whether the challenge-response protocol  was 
most applicable to PAD or biometric recognition (or a 
mix). See Table 2 for an overview of where each manu-
script fell in this classification. See Fig.  5 for an over-
view of how manuscripts are spread across individual 
categories.

5.1.2  Criterion 1: Fit, but not overfit
For this criterion, we look at how surveys are spread 
across individual categories, as depicted in Fig. 5. There 
is a good spread across the “model” (population vs single-
subject) category; however, other categories are some-
what slanted towards respectively behavioral (24 vs 6), 
controlled (23 vs 9), overt (28 vs 5), and unpracticed (26 
vs 7).

5.1.3  Criterion 2: Independence of dimensions
Testing for independence of the categories gives Table 3. 
Each “first” category label was given the value 0, and 
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“second” category label was given the value 1, with mix 
being given the value 0.5. Pearson’s r [44] was calculated 
for each category pair, as well as the p-value.

We find that the category “Skill required” (practiced to 
unpracticed) is not correlated to other categories. There 
is however a high correlation between “Model” and 
“Application” ( r = 0.56; p < 0.01 ) and “Response type” 
and “Process” ( r = 0.64; p < 0.01 ). The above results sug-
gest that although there is some dependence between 
categories; overall, the independence of the dimensions is 
very good.

5.2  Qualitative validation
5.2.1  Criterion 2: Independence of dimensions
A more qualitative argument for the independence of cat-
egorization dimensions is to select a number of articles 
that are very far apart in the space spun by these dimen-
sions. This in turn should result in articles that describe 
protocols that are very different in kind. What follows is 
a discussion of 4 articles  [6, 12, 15, 23]. They show the 
diversity and creativity in types of challenge-response 
protocols that are currently being researched (and used), 
and how this diversity is represented in the space spun by 
our categorization.

5.2.2  Pupil light reflex [6]: single‑subject model, 
physiological, automated process, overt, unpracticed

This article proposes a multi-modal system that fuses a 
score based on static features of the iris with a score based 
on dynamic features of an individual’s pupil light reflex 
(PLR) elicited by a short light flash. The dynamic features 

come from a challenge-response protocol where the light 
flash is the challenge, and the PLR is the response. The 
model used is a single-subject model. The response relies 
on a physiological reaction to the light flash, which is also 
very overt. The reflex itself is automated and unpracticed.

Possible future extensions on this challenge-response 
protocol are expanding the space of challenges by varying 
the duration and the intensity of the flash, as well as the 
number of flashes. A very dim, singular short flash will 
not elicit the same response as a very bright multitude 
of longer flashes. Further, it could be extended towards a 
practiced, controlled challenge-response protocol, mean-
ing a user would be allowed to close their eyes for the 
duration of some of the flashes, allowing the encoding of 
a password-like secret into the protocol.

5.2.3  Pulse‑response biometrics [12]: single‑subject model, 
physiological, controlled process, covert, unpracticed

This paper suggests a physical enhancement to a PIN-
based authentication scheme. The authors suggest con-
structing ATM’s in which the PIN-pad as well as a small 
flat surface are made of some conducting material. The 
user is asked to put one hand on the flat surface and to 
enter their PIN with their other hand. When the finger 
touches a button on the PIN-pad, a low voltage pulse 
signal (the challenge) can be applied to the finger and 
then measured in the palm of the other hand, which 
will be modulated by the user’s specific physiology as it 
goes through their finger, hands, arms, and torso (the 
response).

Fig. 4 Number of published biometric challenge-response protocol papers across the past 20 years
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A single-subject model can be used to distinguish the 
physiological pulse-responses of individuals. The sig-
nal is itself covert, as the user of the system should not 
be feel said pulse. It is a controlled process in the sense 
that users can choose not to have the pulse go through 
their body, and it does not take any previous practice to 
make use of this challenge-response protocol.

This method is interesting as it combines a physi-
ological response with a covert challenge. Although 
the manuscript does not describe a wide range of chal-
lenges/pulses being applied, it would be easy to imagine 

a set-up where each applied pulse is different from all 
earlier pulses.

5.2.4  Gesture‑based rotary dial for phone unlocking [23]: 
population model, behavioral, controlled process, 
overt, unpracticed

The authors describe a smartphone-based PIN-entry 
pad styled like an old rotary phone where the PIN can 
be entered by sliding the finger from digit to digit. This 
generates both the PIN as a secret, as well as behav-
ioral data, specifically touch pressure, that is used to 

Table 2 Table of manuscripts describing biometric challenge-response protocols. The columns represent where the manuscripts fall 
on the 5 categories, as well as the type of manuscript and PAD or recognition intent of the described protocol

Authors Ref (P)opulation to 
(S)ingle Subject

(B)ehavioral to 
(P)hysiological

(A)utomated 
to (C)
ontrolled

(O)vert 
to (C)
overt

(U)npracticed 
to (P)racticed

Manuscript Type (R)
ecognition 
to (P)AD

Simons et al. (2014) [21] P B A C U Paper P

Jakobsson (2015) [22] P B C O P Paper Mix

Frischholz and Werner (2003) [8] P B C O U Paper P

Ganesh et al. (2017) [23] P B C O U Paper P

De Marsico et al. (2012) [24] P B C O U Paper P

Saad and Moustafa (2014) [25] P B C O U Paper P

Shen et al. (2018) [26] P B C O U Paper P

Ali et al. (2012) [27] P B C O U Paper P

Li et al. (2016) [28] P B Mix O U Paper R

Zhang et al. (2018) [29] S B A C U Paper R

Gong et al. (2016) [30] S B C C P Paper Mix

Tan et al. (2018) [16] S P A C U Paper Mix

Martinovic et al. (2014) [12] S P C C U Paper R

Sluganovic (2016) [13] S B A O U Paper R

Bhardwaj (2017) [31] S B C O P Paper P

Burgbacher et al. (2014) [18] S B C O P Paper R

Ma et al. (2018) [32] S B C O P Paper R

Skerpac (2002) [20] S B C O U Paper Mix

Tian et al. (2017) [33] S B C O U Paper Mix

Sae-Bae et al. (2012) [34] S B C O U Paper R

Chauhan et al. (2017) [35] S Mix C O U Paper R

Sae-Bae and Jakobsson 
(2014)

[36] S Mix C O U Paper R

Blanchard et al. (2019) [15] S P A O P Paper R

Li et al. (2019) [19] S P A O U Paper Mix

Yano et al. (2012) [6] S P A O U Paper P

Gao et al. (2019) [17] S P A O U Paper R

Bhaskaran (2011) [37] P B C O U Patent Mix

Chaudhury (2014) [38] P B C O U Patent P

Lindemann (2018) [39] P Mix A O U Patent P

Roos (2014) [40] S B C O P Patent P

Pearson and Contolini (2005) [41] S B C O U Patent Mix

Roblek and Sharifi (2014) [42] S B C O U Patent Mix

Skerpac (2014) [43] S B C O U Patent Mix
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authenticate the user’s identity. A user’s PIN is consistent, 
but the ordering of the PIN pad numbers (the challenge) 
is changed for each PIN-pad session. There are thus 10! 
unique PIN pads to be created. The feature that are used 
are claimed to be independent of the ordering of the pad, 
and thus, the response only consists of entering the cor-
rect PIN in this session-unique pin pad. We therefore 
consider the model to be of population level, as a suc-
cessful PIN entry (whatever the PIN may be) constitutes 
a successful behavioral and controlled response. No real 
prior practice is needed before using this system.

5.2.5  Image familiarity as your password [15]: single‑subject 
model, physiological, automated process, overt, 
practiced

In this method, users are shown a series of pictures in 
the enrollment phase [15]. During verification, users are 
shown a selection of familiar pictures from the enroll-
ment phase, as well as unfamiliar pictures in rapid 

succession (the challenge). Pupil dilation is used to 
measure “novelty” [45] of these images. Image novelty in 
sequence forms a bit-pattern (the response) that can then 
be matched against the novelty bit-pattern the system 
expects for the user.

Every user is shown a different set of images, from 
which a single-subject model is derived. The response is 
physiological, as it relates to pupil dilation. The images 
themselves are very overt, but the processing is done 
automatically. Practice is required as familiarity with a 
selection of pictures is needed to successfully complete 
the verification phase.

5.2.6  Criterion 3: Solve confounds in ISO‑30107 
categorization

In our eyes, the ISO-30107 categorization of volun-
tary, involuntary, and a type of single-subject model 
confounds the dimensions of physiological vs behav-
ioral responses with a controlled vs automated type of 

Fig. 5 Spread of papers across the different categories.

Table 3 Table of correlations, Pearson’s r, between individual categories on surveyed manuscripts. Stars represent significant p-values. 
One star: p < 0.05 , two stars: p < 0.01  

Model Response type Process Noticeability Skill required Application

Model **1.00 *0.36 0.14 0.14 0.24 **0.58

Response type **1.00 **0.58 0.19 -0.11 0.25

Process **1.00 0.30 -0.17 0.15

Noticeability **1.00 -0.01 0.12

Skill required **1.00 0.11

Application **1.00
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processing. Further, category 3 seems to suggest a dimen-
sion on its own, which can be applied to both voluntary 
and involuntary processes. These confounds are solved by 
introducing all three as their own separate categorization 
dimensions, which we have done in our categorization.

5.2.7  Criterion 4: Independence of modality‑based 
distinctions

The final criterion is that a given categorization should 
give no indications of what modality is being employed 
in, nor if the author’s intention was originally a PAD 
application or BR. The former is reasonably achieved we 
believe, although limitations exist.

For example, if the modality is DNA, and if we can find 
some way to challenge this modality, the response type 
will certainly not be behavioral. On the other hand, a cat-
egorization such as single-subject model, physiological, 
automated process, overt, and practiced would not, to us, 
suggest a specific modality but would suggest important 
features of the application’s UI/UX regarding a required 
practice and enrollment phase, as well as the security 
implications of using “automated” response processes.

6  Discussion
The formalism and categorization we introduced pro-
vide an interesting window into the issues raised in the 
introduction of this manuscript, namely the “weakest 
link problem” in the context of biometric database leaks. 
Specifically, we discuss how one of our categorization’s 
dimension in particular maps onto the “right kind” of 
challenge-response protocols to provide system “insula-
tion.” Further, we discuss some of the validation results 
we presented for the categorization.

6.1  Mitigating the weakest link problem
Big biometric data leaks, such as the leak of personal 
identifying information combined with high resolution 
scans of fingerprints and irises from the Biostar 2 data-
base  [1] and the leak of 1+ million DNA profiles from 
the GEDmatch database  [46], are becoming a regular 
occurrence. It is unfortunate that good security prac-
tices related to databases and permission handling can-
not be universally expected and that applications of the 
data beyond biometric authentication cause these data to 
be sometimes stored in a less-than-ideal format (from an 
authentication point of view), e.g., forensic applications 
sometimes require partial fingerprint matching, which 
forces fingerprints to be stored in a “raw” photo-quality 
format.

These leaks provide malicious actors with the data 
to start presentation attacks such as pictured in Fig. 1. 
The “shared” resource pool, in an individual biometric 
source, from which these data are drawn, makes such 

attacks potentially very effective, such that all biometric 
applications share a weakest link problem.

We claim that the right kind of biometric challenge-
response protocols provide a stronger defensive strat-
egy than “simple” PAD methods can muster. The type 
of PAD methods that are not challenge-response pro-
tocols are necessarily limited to passive collection of 
data. Challenge-response protocol  methods in general 
are able to elicit information through a challenge (that 
can be made verification-session-dependent) from a 
process in the biometric source that should be difficult 
to replicate. In contrast, non-CRP PAD methods likely 
have no such session-dependent information. Success-
ful presentation attacks should thus already be harder 
through the use of challenge-response mechanisms.

This advantage becomes further enhanced if one con-
siders response verification models that are single-sub-
ject. Data X, as introduced in the formalism, captured 
by the biometric sensor, in a sufficiently strong chal-
lenge-response protocol, comprises both information 
from the biometric characteristic of the source S and 
the challenge C. It should only be possible to verify X 
if the original C, as well as the model M all match with 
the captured X. Replaying X at a later point in time to 
a system with M will make C, and the resulting IR  no 
longer match the IR present in X, similarly for replay-
ing X on a different system’s M′ . Replaying X, directly 
on the sensor or indirectly through an artifact (finger-
print mold, photo of face), that does not use a biometric 
challenge-response protocol, will ideally make the veri-
fication on that system fail, due to the “noise” added by 
the response to C. Alternately, replaying an X ′ captured 
from a M′ that does not implement a biometric chal-
lenge-response protocol  will fail because (1) no infor-
mation relevant to C will be present and (2) X ′ is only a 
representation of S, and not S itself.

Further, in a single-subject model M, the source S is 
considered to be individualized, and the derived M is a 
model of the specific individual, not of a population. 
A verification of X based on M and C can therefore be 
claimed to answer the question: Is it really this person?. 
The interactions described above also indicate that were 
a leak to happen in a system implementing biometric 
challenge-response protocol, other systems (with and 
without biometric challenge-response protocol) do not 
suffer the consequences of security lapses as much. More 
importantly, systems implementing the said biometric 
challenge-response protocol  are insulated from leaks 
happening in other systems as well. So, although the 
weakest link problem will still exist as long as a chain of 
conventional biometric systems exist, single-subject  bio-
metric challenge-response protocols are a step towards 
unlinking the chain without breaking it.
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6.2  Categorization validation
To reiterate, our categorization consists of the follow-
ing category categories: model, response type, pro-
cess, noticeability, and skill required. We tested the fit 
of these 5 categories, as well as the “sentiment” of the 
authors in regards to whether their method is a PAD 
or recognition method, to the current state of the lit-
erature. We found that there is a slight-to-medium bias 
to one category in each dimension except for model, 
which is fairly evenly distributed. Further, we tested 
the interdependence of each category and found high 
correlations between response type and noticeability, 
as well as response type and process. Further model 
and application correlated highly, indicating that the 
model dimension mostly maps on to what authors 
believe their method can be used for, which in a way 
validates the move of abstracting way from PAD and 
recognition, while still retaining the same discrimina-
tory power.

In any case, the two categories that correlate highly 
with response type are not necessarily an issue with 
the categorization but can be explained by biases in 
the current state of the literature. From the analysis, we 
find that physiological response types are often com-
bined with automated processes, whereas behavioral 
response types are combined with controlled processes 
and overt challenges.

These categories do not necessarily have to always go 
together. We can imagine physiological responses such 
as the pupil reflex that can be controlled by closing the 
eye-lids. If the challenge-response protocol  accom-
modates for this behavior, we would categorize the 
said process to be controlled. There are also plenty of 
opportunities to do covert challenges that elicit behav-
ioral responses, such as by building on work by  [30] 
and [39].

An interesting experiment is to take existing chal-
lenge-response protocols and change their categoriza-
tion in one of the five dimensions to use as a starting 
point for new challenge-response protocols, e.g., we 
can start with the image familiarity  [15] method and 
imagine it using a population-wide model, rather than 
a single-subject model. Enrollment would then consist 
of a set of images that is the same for each user, which 
they are trained on. During verification, images from 
this set and novel images would be mixed; the cor-
rect bit pattern of non-novel and novel images would 
say something about the liveness of the user. One 
could imagine a face recognition system being aug-
mented with this “population-wide” liveness detection 
method.

7  Conclusion
Presentation attack detection (PAD) concerns the 
detection of attacks on a biometric recognition sys-
tem. Biometric recognition suffers from a weakest link 
problem, where a leak of one biometric application’s 
database forms the basis from which a malicious agent 
can mount attacks on other biometric authentication 
applications. This is a serious security concern for both 
individuals using these applications and the application 
administrators. In this paper, we suggest that the “right 
kind” of challenge-response protocols can provide 
additional mitigation of the weakest link problem.

We introduced a set of concepts, a formalism, and cate-
gorization for biometric challenge-response protocols. The 
formalism expresses the abstract similarities between PAD 
and recognition and then extends it to include biometric 
challenge-response protocols. The categorization extends 
the categorization as proposed in ISO-30107-1 and allows 
us to structurally understand biometric challenge-response 
protocols through a model comprising 5 categories.

We showed the categorization fits the current state 
of the literature reasonably well, and that each category 
is reasonably independent. Although its non-perfect fit 
and independence can be considered a weak point as 
well. We used the biometric challenge-response proto-
col  formalization to show how single-subject category 
challenge-response protocols are the “right” kind of 
challenge-response protocols. They have the desirable 
feature that leaks from these individual applications 
should have a significantly lowered impact on other 
applications, with and without PAD.

We believe biometric challenge-response protocols 
are important for the security of biometric applica-
tions. Contemporary research into biometric challenge-
response protocols is unfortunately very fragmented. Our 
intent and hope for the formalism and categorization is 
therefore to focus and give direction to further research 
into biometric challenge-response protocols, so that the 
impact of future data leaks may become less and less.
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